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Leading Quality Trails

Best of Europe
Core criteria – based on the overall route

The process
1. An interested region (e.g. tourism body, national park, walking

natural trails

min. 35 % of the overall route

uneven but passable trails

max. 5 % of the overall route

2. ERA offers a 2-day European-wide uniform course for assessors

sealed surfaces

max. 20 % of the overall route

3. The trained representatives gather the data necessary for the

on busy roads

max. 3 % of the overall route

alongside busy roads

max. 10 % of the overall route

marking

100 % of the overall route

quality assessment process on the trails and assess them by the
analysis of strengths and weaknesses. Thus shortcomings in the
quality of the route can be identified quickly and the possibilities
for upgrades can be found.
4. When the route fulfills the “Quality route” criteria, an application for certification can be sent to ERA.
5. The data gathered on the route is independently assessed and
analysed by ERA. Qualified ERA personnel carry out spot
checks on the route locally.
6. When the results of the checks are positive, the route gets the
certification “Leading Quality Trails” for a period of 3 years.

With “Leading Quality Trails – Best of Europe“, ERA sets
a European standard bringing multiple uses for walking tourism:
Æ
giving the walking tourist an overview and decision making aid
Æ
giving thought to ecology and the preservation of nature

Æ
ensuring involvement of all interested parties in the quality process

group, etc.) contacts ERA to start the process.
in the region.

Æ
trained

After this time, the quality of the route has to be tested again. The
quality mark can be used in printed matter and on the internet to
market the walking route.

The European Ramblers’ Association (ERA) is a European network organisation representing more than 60 walking organisations from 34 countries.

The logo “Leading Quality Trails - Best of Europe” is used on national
as well as international trails. Certification is only available for complete trails. Prerequisite is a distance of at least 50 kms with three
daily stages.

and competent trail experts in the areas such as walking
groups, wildlife reserves and tourism
Æ
competitive edge for marketing of the walking region

SPECIAL QUALITY CERTIFICATION FOR WALKING TRAILS.
Walking is very popular. All over Europe more and more
people tie their boot laces during their holidays and leisure time
and discover a variety of natural beauties on foot. The special
quality certificate of “Leading Quality Trails – Best of Europe’”
offers a transparent system of criteria for the improvement of
trail quality throughout Europe.

ERA coordinates 12 European long distance paths across Europe
(E1 – E12) stretching from Nordkapp to Cyprus and from the
Atlantic Ocean to the Carpathian mountains.
EUROPEAN RAMBLERS‘ ASSOCIATION
Wilhelmshöher Allee 157–159
34121 Kassel/Germany
info@leading-quality-trail.eu
www.era-ewv-ferp.com
www.leading-quality-trail.eu
www.leading-quality-trail.eu

Trail Type
Signposting/marking
Nature/landscape
Culture
Civilization
Safety/Level of difficulty
Mobility
Accommodation
Objective criteria for an attractive walking trail

